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These interactive charts indicate:Subject-wise marks scored out of 60 marks allotted to each subject in FOT 1-4.
Subject-wise marks scored out of 80 marks allotted to each subject in FOT 5&6.
FOT 1-4 were based on common entrance aptitude irrespective of JEE/NEET.
FOT 5&6 were based on entrance specific syllabus for JEE/NEET.
The student’s overall subject strengths and weaknesses.

Bird’s –eye view of the student’s leading and lagging
subjects

Areas to Monitor

This interactive chart indicates :*Average percentage scored by the student in each
subject

Student has scored
excellent percentage in
each subject
Student should start
solving more MCQ’s
(minimum 40) of each
Chemistry and Physics
per day.
Student
needs
to
dedicate more study
hours in Physics and
Chemistry .

FOT (1-6) decision making ANALYsis

According to the marking scheme for JEE/NEET/AIIMS/BIT/VIT/JIPMER each correct answer carries 4 marks
and every incorrect answer deducts one mark . For egNo of questions
60

Attempted
55

Right
30

Wrong
25

Final Score
(30x4)-(1x25)
120-25=95

This interactive chart indicates:The amount of marks lost due to negative marking scheme.
Student’s decision making skill during the exam time frame.
Student’s hold over the concept understanding which is the key to crack Entrance examinations
The effect of negative marking on the final marks which reflects in the overall ranking in the national level
examinations

Tips to improve entrance score
Student should leave unsure questions which will decrease the amount of negative marks and
hence will increase the final score.
Student needs to attempt more questions to boost the final score.
Student should start solving more MCQ’s (minimum 20) of each subject per day within a
particular timeframe.
While practising the MCQ’s student should refer the answer key after solving the entire set of
questions.

FOT (1-6) overall Ranking ANALYSIS

These interactive charts indicates :The fluctuation of ranks in the FRESCON OBJECTIVE ENTRANCE TEST SERIES for JEE/NEET.
Student’s hold over the chapters on which these tests were based.
Student’s study pattern before each FOT.
If a student is obtaining consistent rank in between 1 to 15 in each FOT, then a good rank in the
entrance examination is assured.

FRESCONIAN has scored excellent marks in all the subjects .He needs to dedicate more study hours for
clearing the concepts of Chemistry and Physics before practising the MCQ’s with the specific subject
teacher which will help him to minimize the negative marking by attempting more questions. The
overall consistency in the ranks shows that he is capable of securing a good rank in JEE (mains).
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